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In our first visit with you we LISTEN to your needs and wants for the project. Only then, we
propose ways to accomplish them. Please call or email, we will respond promptly.
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Computer-Aided Design (CAD) is a software application used by most creative
professional to generate construction drawings and three-dimension (3D) visualization
of new products, furniture, machinery, interiors, buildings, landscape and more.
CAD demonstrates significant value to users, as it is efficient, accurate, fast and easily
manipulated to show different perspectives, scale, color or texture of a given subject. It
is also capable of generating realistic imagery of a product or a scene, thus allow
designers to evaluate and improve the quality of their work before final design is
created.
We use CAD software as an integral part of our service and as an added value for our
customers. The designs we create for them show multiple configurations and options
for their spaces representing most interior items and including custom designed pieces.
Is CAD relevant to your project? The value we provide using this tool relates to our
ability to visualize a space in more than one way and in discussing project feasibility
and interior items (such as layout, furniture, lighting, window treatment, flooring, etc.)
during the design process but prior to investment in purchase or manufacturing. CAD,
therefore, minimizes overall project cost and end-result surprises.
Recent concept designs using CAD: (top to bottom) Pergola design, dining space, living
room interior layout, custom designed TV stand and storage unit.
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